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Operation Peace Spring: Delusion in Turkey’s
Objectives
Turkey announced its plan to engineer a ‘safe zone’ in northern Syria, an initiative that,
according to Turkey, mainly emanates from the country’s discontent from the presence
of armed Syrian Democratic Forces’ (SDF) on its southern borders. At their essence, safe
zones are employed by states to pursue politically motivated objectives. In the case of
northern Syria, Turkey’s ambitions go beyond pushing the Kurds away from its border.
Turkey appears determinant to fill-in the gap left by the Kurds’ departure through
settling Syrian refugees that are currently present in Turkey, an initiative outlined by
President Erdogan in the course of the previous General Assembly. This approach risks a
demographic flick with possible spillovers over the entire region’s societal texture.
Using a critical lens, this paper attempts to provide an illustration to the delusion in
Turkey’s objectives behind creating the safe zone in northern Syria. This paper revolves
around and discusses three main ideas. First, defining a safe zone and examining the
applicability of its conditions in the case of northeast Syria. Second, Turkish endeavors
to enforce a demographic change in northern Syria. By resettling Syrian refugees in the
safe zone, Turkey aims at creating a refugee wall located at its southern borders and
weakens Kurdish armed movements. Last, this paper refutes Turkey’s humanitarian
claims regarding sending refugees back to their homes. In fact, refugees who will be sent
to the safe zone descend from different areas in Syria and are, in simple terms, moved
out from Turkey and not moved into their homes.
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Introduction
On the 9th of October 2019 Turkish President Erdoğan announced the start of cross-border Operation
Peace Spring in north eastern Syria. The operation is carried out by the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF)
and the Turkey-backed Syrian National Army (SNA) against the SDF that is composed mainly of the
People’s Protection Units (YPG), which are labelled by Turkey as a terrorist organization due to their
alleged ties with the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK).1 Operation Peace Spring is a Turkish endeavour
to impel the SDF from the Syria-Turkey border, thus paving the way for creating a ‘safe zone’ in
northern Syria that accommodates the resettlement of up to 2 million Syrian refugees.2 These
refugees are to be mainly extracted from the 3.6 million Syrians that are present in Turkey.3 Not only
the operation would allow Turkey to reduce the amount of refugees it has by more than half, but it
will also be able to structure a predominantly non-Kurdish ethnic belt that separates the SDF from
Turkey.
Considering the above, this piece has set to discuss Turkey’s plans to form a safe zone in northeast
Syria and, using a critical lens, analyazes the delusion in Turkey’s objectives. This is mainly done
through examining the Turkish plan and assessing the possibility of its implementation. The paper is
divided as follows. The first part discusses the context that galvanized Turkey into launching Operation
Peace Spring. The second part analyzes Turkey’s objective and is divided into three parts. Firstly, the
applicability of safe zone conditions in northeastern Syria. Secondly, the Turkish policy of structuring
a demographic replacement to inhabitants of the safe zone. Thirdly, challenging Turkish claims to
sending Syrian refugees back to their homes.
Background
The SDF’s close presence to Turkey’s southern borders has long constituted disturbance for the latter.
The SDF has reportedly conducted several attacks on Turkish troops and Turkey-backed rebels present
in Syria’s northwestern district of Afrin.4 As a response, Turkey has threatened to deploy its military
to incapacitate the SDF. However, Turkey’s delay in materializing a military solution can be mainly
understood as a result of the United States’ (US) presence in north eastern Syria as part of its support
for the SDF in the fight against the self-proclaimed Islamic State.
The US attempted to prevent or possibly delay a Turkish military action through concluding a safe zone
agreement in early August with Turkey that stipulated the withdrawal of SDF personnel and artillery
away from the Turkish border.5 The progress of implementing the US-Turkey plan lacked clearance as
signs of disagreement overshadowed the deal as the safe zone’s depth was disputed between both
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countries. The state of uncertainty continued until President Trump announced the withdrawal of US
troops from northeastern Syria. A decision that implied the removal of the main deterrence standing
between Turkish military action and the SDF which, in turn, triggered Operation Peace Spring.
The proposed Turkish safe zone runs 32 km deep into Syria and stretches for 480km from the Syrian
border with Iraq to the city of Manbij in the west, thus encompassing the three governorates of alHassakah, al-Raqqa and Aleppo.6 The inhabitants of northeastern Syria are estimated to be around
two million people with ethnic Syrian Kurds representing the majority of inhabitants.7 These areas are
believed to be protected by around 40,000 to 60,000 SDF fighters that have long benefited from US
support.8 While the presence of these fighter constitute a challenge to the Turkish plans in
northeastern Syria, they are not the only setback in the way of Turkish ambitions. As such, in this
section, I attempt to analyze the three main delusions in Turkey’s objectives in creating the safe zone.
Is northeast Syria a safe zone?
In the course of the ongoing Syrian Civil War, calls for creating safe zones reoccurred by different
actors.9 Yet these calls trigger a very basic question: what is a safe zone? There appears to be no
consensus on a clear definition of safe zones.10 However, in generic terms, such zones encompass “an
area within a country engulfed in armed conflict or generalized violence that is made safe from military
attack. The idea is that those within the zone can live there safely, protected from the impacts of the
conflict”.11 Using these features as a lens to observe the security situation in northeast Syria following
the start of Operation Peace Spring, we can see that the area Turkey is after had probably higher
chances of serving as a safe zone prior to Turkey’s incursion. Today, while considering the ceasefire
agreement, the situation in northeast Syria has not been made safe from military attack and violence.
Civilians were subject to different forms of violence that have resulted into death, rape, abduction as
well as loss of property.12 Between the 11th and the 23rd of November, three car bomb attacks were
perpetrated that killed around 30 persons and left more than 60 injured, most of whom were
civilians.13 Another issue is that in many of these attacks no one is claiming responsibility for them.
What is being observed today in northeast Syria is a conflict that jeopardized the civilian’s security.
The situation is not expected to alleviate as signs of armed engagements continue between the SDF
and the SNA. It is undoubtable that civilians are not protected from the impacts of the current conflict.
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And if civilians that are familiar with the region and the nature of the conflict have suffered, the
resettlement of complete strangers could increase civilian damage. An increase in civilian population
can widen the scope of car bombs. It is very unlikely that Turkey’s plan to pour millions of Syrians into
the northeast would make civilians more protected from the impacts of the conflict.
A plan of resettlement or replacement?
The outbreak of conflict triggers various consequences for civilians. The available literature suggests
a strong correlation on how conflicts and violence generate threats that galvanize civilian
displacement.14 After more than eight years of conflict, the displaced Syrians remain an outstanding
phenomenon. Today, Syria has more than 6 million internally displaced people which makes it the
biggest internally displaced population in the world.15 The case of civilian displacement was very
evident in northern Syria, particularly in the context of Turkish military action in the region.
For example, Turkey’s cross-border Operation Olive Branch in early 2018 in Afrin resulted in the
displacement of between 140,000 to 350,000 people, most of which are ethnic Kurds.16 During that
operation, Turkey endeavored to impose a demographic change through mainly replacing the
displaced population with ethnic Arabs and Turkmen.17 However, Turkey repudiated these claims.18
According to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, nearly 300,000 persons were forcibly displaced
from their areas in the course of Peace Spring actions.19 Meanwhile, the Syrian refugees that Turkey
plans to resettle in northeastern Syria are mainly Arabs that previously inhabited northwestern Syria,
which prompted observers to accuse Turkey of enforcing a demographic change in the areas.20
Interestingly, Turkey today is also denying any objectives to structure a demographic change in
northeastern Syria through mirroring its Olive Branch policies in Operation Peace Spring. 21 However,
through looking at Turkey’s previous policies in Afrin as well as the current situation in the northeast,
there is scant evidence that supports Turkey’s repudiation of engineering a demographic change in
the safe zone. On the contrary, Turkey is forcibly deporting Syrians into the war-torn country as
inhabitants of northeast Syria continue to be forcibly deported from their areas.22 More than 315,000
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were sent back to Syria which, according to Turkey, returned on voluntary basis.23 Amnesty
International suggests that due to absence of official numbers, it remains difficult to distinguish
between those that were forcibly deported or have in fact returned on voluntary basis.24 However, it
remains evident that there are several cases of forcible deportation of Syrian refugees by Turkey.25
Turkey’s reallocation of Syrian population
Turkey’s plan to resettle refugees in northeast Syria would imply the expropriation of the inhabitants’
property at best and the risk of structuring a predominantly non-Kurdish ethnic belt that separates
Turkey from the SDF at worst. Yet according to President Erdogan, the plan is to send Syrians back to
their homes.26 The justification President Erdogan formulated is based on the safe zone’s dessert
topography that is more suitable for the inhabitation of Arabs and not the Kurds.27 While despite the
fact that Turkey has only managed to control 120km strip of borderland, which accounts for only one
quarter of the land Turkey is after for creating the safe zone, the area lacks the means of size and
infrastructure to host the resettlement of two million refugees.
Another issue emanates from the origin of refugees Turkey wants to send back ‘home’. While the
origins of the 3.6 million refugees in Turkey is unknown, some reports suggest that a significant portion
of the refugees Turkey wants to resettle descend from the Syrian governorates of Idlib and Aleppo. In
simple terms, the homes of these refugees are in these governorates. As such, President Erdogan’s
claim is misleading at its essence. If Turkey continues with its plans to resettle refugees in the safe
zone, this implies sending refugees back to their country but not to their homes. By doing this, Turkey
risks a significant reallocation of a significant portion of the country’s population.
Conclusion
Almost two months have passed since the start of Turkey’s Peace Spring operation. Within this period,
uncertainty remains overshadowing the destiny of the safe zone. Yet it remains certain that Turkey’s
decision to embrace a military solution has only exacerbated more tension and widened civilian
exposure to violence. Resorting to armed action will only provoke more violence amongst the involved
actors and will probably increase the likelihood of a political stalemate. As we have observed signs of
mutual violence unfold between Syria’s Arab and Kurdish population, the continuity of military action
will trigger spill overs to the societal texture of the. There remains a space for an all-inclusive dialogue
that concludes with a political solution to the problem.
Turkey’s plans to create a safe zone for the resettlement of Syrian refugees through a military
incursion situated the region’s security in a quagmire. This piece outlined some of the delusions in
Turkey’s objectives. The areas that Turkey wants to compel for hosting refugees lack the preliminary
security as violence continue to overshadow the situation. Pouring refugees into northeast Syria
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would only increase civilian vulnerability to different forms of violence. Furthermore, the region’s
societal texture is at jeopardy considering of the continuous displacement of the region’s inhabitants
that Turkey aims to replace with Arabs and Turkmen, thus risking a demographic change in northeast
Syria. The safe zone also lacks suitable areas and infrastructure to host two million refugees that would
perceive humanitarian assistance as a prerequisite.
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